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The only reading 
programme to be written 

for the demands of the 
new national curriculum

Rising Stars Reading Planet’s 204 exciting new 

reading books will thrill and inspire children, 

parents and teachers alike. Combining a unique 

range of wordless books, fully decodable phonics 

books, modern character stories, and a wealth of 

captivating fiction, non-fiction and poetry titles 

Reading Planet will appeal to every reader in  

your class.

• Build reading comprehension into every 
reading book with support for before, during 
and after reading

• Support parental engagement and encourage 
effective reading sessions at home

• Capture the imagination of every child with 
enchanting stories and fascinating non-fiction

Reading

Reading

www.risingstars-uk.com/readingplanet
To order call 01235 400 555

For your FREE Evaluation Pack go to:
www.risingstars-uk.com/RP-eval-pack

How to buy 
Whether you’re looking to add to, or replace, your current reading programme we 
can help with flexible purchasing options, as well as great deals on our Starter Sets.

Visit www.risingstarsreadingplanet.com, to find out more and contact your local 
consultant who will be able to create a bespoke package for your school. 

Using the latest research to develop 
effective reading resources for all 
primary schools.

Developed in association with

Support for Teachers and Parents
Teacher’s Guides, Reading Records and the 
Guide to Reading with your Child all help 
support reading at school and at home.
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Can you help me feed the animals?

2
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Mum took Tess to work with her.  
Asha went too.

Yes!

3
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More than 280 people have died while trying to climb the 

world’s highest mountain. When Junko Tabei began climbing 

Mount Everest in 1975, an avalanche buried her in snow. Her 

guides dug her out, and she kept on going.

Junko Tabei

Junko was born in 

Japan in 1932.

India

ChinaNepal

Mount Everest Junko Tabei became the first woman 
in the world to reach the top of Mount 
Everest. She said, “I had never felt 
that [nervous] in my entire life. I felt 
all my hair standing on end.”

Junko tops the world
16 May 1975

Mount Everest is 8,848 metres high. 

At the top, it is as cold as Antarctica.
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Sample pages 
from Comet 
Street Kids Red 
B: Feed the 
Birds 

Sample pages 
from Galaxy 
White: Explore 
the World

A wide range 
of stories 

with modern 
characters to 
capture the 

imagination of 
every child

Exciting cross 
curricular 

non-fiction 
titles from Lilac 

to White

Dyslexia friendly
coloured backgrounds 

on all books
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Develop key reading 
comprehension skills 

from Years 1 to 6

Cracking Comprehension offers complete 
coverage of the national curriculum content 
for reading comprehension; including all the 
content domains. 

The brand new edition of Cracking 
Comprehension provides an effective range 
of multi-format resources that support 
children in developing the key techniques 
they need to successfully answer reading 
comprehension questions.

• Prepare your pupils for the new, more 
demanding KS1 and KS2 national tests 
in reading

• Model the techniques needed to tackle 
comprehension questions

• Practise key skills using age-appropriate 
texts from well-known authors

• Assess strengths and weaknesses to 
inform planning, teaching and learning

ISBN TITLE PRICE
9781471890703 Cracking Comprehension Whole School Pack £975
9781786002235 Cracking Comprehension Year 1 Pack £125
9781786002242 Cracking Comprehension Year 2 Pack £195
9781786002259 Cracking Comprehension Year 3 Pack £195
9781786002266 Cracking Comprehension Year 4 Pack £195
9781786002273 Cracking Comprehension Year 5 Pack £195
9781786002280 Cracking Comprehension Year 6 Pack £195
9781471892561 Cracking Comprehension Online KS1 £249
9781471892578 Cracking Comprehension Online KS2 £449
9781510400351 Cracking Comprehension Online Whole School £599
Cracking Comprehension Online prices include unlimited access until 
August 2020.

Now 
includes 

Year 1

Model
Use the interactive Whiteboard Modelling 
Units to model key comprehension skills 
with the whole class.

Practise
Support children in applying the 
skills and techniques they’ve learned 
using a related practice activity.

Assess
Use the photocopiable tasks to 
assess comprehension skills across 
multiple genres. 

 © Rising Stars UK Ltd 2016. You may photocopy this page.

Name:                                                         Class:               Date:

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

2 marks

Year 6 Unit 4 • FictionThe Tempest

1. Circle the correct option to complete each sentence.

 (a) Caliban is:

 on a ship in a tempest  on an island in a city.

 (b) Caliban is trying to  his listeners.

 scare  calm  hurt  feed

2. Find and copy three things that the listeners might hear on the island.

 

3. Underline the words that tell you the noises on the island are not dangerous.

 “Be not afeard; the isle is full of noises,

 Sounds and sweet airs, that give delight and hurt not.”

4. “The clouds methought would open and show riches”.

 Which of the following is closest in meaning to the word “methought” in this 
sentence? Tick one.

 In my dream   I was told   I thought   I said 

5. (a) Find and copy a short quotation from the speech that shows that Caliban 
dreams of being wealthy.

 

 (b) Find and copy a short quotation from the speech that shows how Caliban 
feels when he wakes up.

 

6. Using information from the text, tick one box in each row to show whether each 
statement is true or false.

T F

Caliban was on the ship that sank.

The island is full of noises.

Caliban hears voices that lull him back to sleep.

The clouds over the island shower riches on to it.

14 © Rising Stars UK Ltd 2016

Fiction
There’s a Boy in the Girls’ Bathroom

Assessment Task 3

Teacher notes: There’s a Boy in the Girls’ Bathroom

Curriculum references: Years 5–6

Programme of study: Reading comprehension

Children should be taught to:
• maintain positive attitudes to reading and 

understanding of what they read by:
 – continuing to read and discuss an increasingly 
wide range of fiction, poetry, plays, non-fiction 
and reference books or textbooks

• understand what they read by:
 – checking that the book makes sense to them, 
discussing their understanding and exploring the 
meaning of words in context

 – predicting what might happen from details stated 
and implied

 – identifying how language, structure and 
presentation contribute to meaning

• participate in discussions about books that are read 
to them and those they can read for themselves, 
building on their own and others’ ideas and 
challenging views courteously

• provide reasoned justifications for their views.

Running the task

• Explain that this extract is from a book called 
There’s a Boy in the Girls’ Bathroom by an 
American author called Louis Sachar.

• Explain that “closet” is the American word for 
cupboard and “recess” means break or playtime.

• Ask the children to read the text independently and 
answer questions 1–7. Explain that they should wait 
before answering question 8.

• When all the class have answered questions 1–7, 
read the next line of the text: “Bradley thought for 
a moment, then said, ‘Give me a dollar or I’ll spit 
on you.’”

• Now ask the children to think about how this 
might change their perception of what they 
thought Bradley was like. Ask them to now answer 
question 8.

• Finish the session with a discussion about the issues 
raised in the text.

Assessment guidance

Use the list below to identify the content domains that the children are working on in this task.

Typically, children working at the expected standard will:
• show an understanding of the meaning of vocabulary in context 2a

• retrieve key details and quotations from fiction and non-fiction to demonstrate understanding of 
character, events and information

2b

• provide developed explanations for key information and events and for characters’ actions and 
motivations

2b

• make developed predictions that are securely rooted in the text 2e

• identify/explain how the sequence of events in narrative fiction contributes to meaning as a 
whole

2f

• identify/explain how the choice of language enhances the meaning of texts. 2g

“Cracking Comprehension has 
resulted in all children in Year 6 

achieving a minimum of 100 on the 
scaled score and an average scaled 

score for the cohort of 109.”
Mrs Hodgson, Blackburn Primary

Comprehension

Comprehension

www.risingstars-uk.com/cracking
To order call 01235 400 555

For your FREE sample go to: 
www.risingstars-uk.com/cracking-comp-sample

Cracking Comprehension
Online pupil practice

Cracking Comprehension Online is packed full of exciting texts and practice 
questions – ideal for homework, practice and progress checks.

Also includes listening 
comprehension questions

For Pupils:
✓	Fun practice activities to complete on screen, at home or independently in class
✓	Embed reading comprehension techniques learned in school
✓	Collect rewards for completed quizzes which reinforce and consolidate class learning

For Teachers:
✓	Allocate specific activities to each child, based on areas of weakness or where 

more practice is required
✓	Run reports and track progress – by individual, class or comprehension skill
✓	Select comprehension practice by content domain to deepen understanding for 

the whole class

www.risingstars-uk.com/crackingonline

Clear assessment 
guidance identifies 

strengths and 
weaknesses by 

content domain

Trusted 
in over 
2,900 

schools
Sample page from Cracking 
Comprehension Year 6 Teacher’s Guide

Sample pages 
from Cracking 
Comprehension 
Year 6 Assessment 
Tasks book
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Practise and assess 
reading comprehension 
skills across your school

New Curriculum Reading Comprehension 
Tests have been specifically designed to 
help children practise and prepare for the 
more demanding national tests in reading 
comprehension. 

There are six tests per term, each focussing 
on two or three content domains that 
can be used to practise a particular skill, or 
identify gaps in knowledge. 

• Teach and practise specific 
comprehension skills to identify gaps 
and inform future planning

• Use extracts and question types that 
match the new national tests

• Engage children with a wide range of 
stimulating comprehension tasks across 
all genres

ISBN TITLE PRICE

9781471893155 New Curriculum Reading Comprehension 
Tests Whole School Pack

£450

9781471886850 New Curriculum Reading Comprehension 
Tests Year 1 Pack

£85

9781471886867 New Curriculum Reading Comprehension 
Tests Year 2 Pack

£85

9781471886874 New Curriculum Reading Comprehension 
Tests Year 3 Pack

£85

9781471886881 New Curriculum Reading Comprehension 
Tests Year 4 Pack

£85

9781471886898 New Curriculum Reading Comprehension 
Tests Year 5 Pack

£85

9781471886904 New Curriculum Reading Comprehension 
Tests Year 6 Pack

£85

Comprehension

Comprehension

Each unit
comes with 

marking guidance 
and suggested 

next steps

Sample pages from 
New Curriculum Reading 
Comprehension Tests 
Year 5

www.risingstars-uk.com/ncreadingtests
To order call 01235 400 555

For your FREE sample go to: 
www.risingstars-uk.com/reading-comp-sample

NEW
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Improve writing 
standards in your school

Cracking Writing is a simple-to-use, flexible 
writing programme that improves writing 
standards in every year group.

Using high-quality models and creative 
teaching sessions, Cracking Writing keeps the 
creativity in writing while embedding GPS and 
developing fantastic pieces of work.

Each unit has a set of flexible activities that 
can be used on their own or all together to 
introduce or hone specific writing skills.

• Nurture outstanding writers with 
 high-quality models and creative teaching 

sessions

• Improve technical skills in writing 
with focussed GPS, vocabulary and 
proofreading sessions

• Confidently assess and moderate writing 
using annotated model extracts and  
yearly progression grids

ISBN TITLE PRICE

9781510414945 Cracking Writing Whole School Pack £450

9781510401976   Cracking Writing Year 1 Pack £85

9781510401983 Cracking Writing Year 2 Pack £85

9781510401990 Cracking Writing Year 3 Pack £85

9781510402003  Cracking Writing Year 4 Pack £85

9781510402010   Cracking Writing Year 5 Pack £85

9781510402027   Cracking Writing Year 6 Pack £85

Writing

CRACKINGCRACKING
COMPREHENSION

Writing

www.risingstars-uk.com/writing
To order call 01235 400 555

For your FREE sample go to: 
www.risingstars-uk.com/writing-sample
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N
am

e:                                                                                                        D
ate:

Contents Text structure and 
organisation

Sentence structure Vocabulary and 
descriptions

Punctuation Spelling and handwriting

Working 
at 
greater 
depth 
within 
the 
expected 
standard

Characterisation is 
consistent with the 
model text.

Paragraphs are used 
consistently to organise 
ideas.

Pronouns, adverbials 
and prepositional 
phrases are used 
appropriately to aid 
cohesion between 
sentences and 
paragraphs.

Adverbs, prepositional 
phrases and expanded 
noun phrases add detail 
and precision.

Some parentheses are 
marked with commas, 
brackets or dashes.

Most words from the 
Year 5/6 list – or words of 
equivalent challenge – are 
correctly spelled.

Dialogue is integrated 
to convey character and 
advance the action.

Description of 
characters is shown 
through dialogue 
and other characters’ 
responses and 
reactions.

A wide range of clause 
structures is used, 
including relative 
clauses, sometimes 
varying their position 
within the sentence.

Description is achieved 
mainly by showing, not 
telling.

Commas are used for 
clarity.

Legibility, fluency and speed 
determine which letters are 
left unjoined.

Working 
at the 
expected 
standard

The narrative expresses 
the viewpoints and 
beliefs of the main 
character.

Paragraphs are 
generally used to 
organise and present 
ideas sequentially.

Pronouns and 
adverbials are used 
appropriately to aid 
cohesion between 
paragraphs.

More precise 
vocabulary is used to 
create a character and 
setting.

Apostrophes are 
consistently used 
correctly.

Spelling of all taught words 
is largely correct.

Fronted adverbials 
at the beginning of 
paragraphs are used to 
indicate change of time 
or place.

Description is often by 
showing, not telling.

Commas are used 
after fronted adverbial 
clauses.

Many words from the 
Year 5/6 list – or words of 
equivalent challenge – are 
correctly spelled.

The narrative includes 
insights into what the 
characters say, do, think 
and feel.

Characters are 
described through what 
they do, say and feel as 
well as their looks.

Verb forms and tenses 
are consistent and 
correct.

Noun phrases are 
extended with 
adjectives and 
prepositional phrases.

Commas are used 
within a series of 
actions to clarify 
meaning.

Handwriting is fluent and 
legible. Parallel ascenders 
and descenders aid clarity.

Commas are used in 
lists.

In handwriting, most letters 
are appropriately joined.

Working 
towards 
the 
expected 
standard

The narrative is based 
on events from the 
model text.

Paragraphs are 
sometimes used to 
organise ideas. 

At least three different 
conjunctions are used 
correctly.

Some precise and well-
chosen words are used.

Apostrophes are 
generally used 
accurately.

Taught spelling from the 
Year 5/6 word lists – or words 
of equivalent challenge – are 
correct.

The narrative has a 
clear main character.

Planned events are 
listed in sequence.

The text is primarily in 
the past tense.

End of sentence 
punctuation (.?!) is 
generally accurate.

Spaces between letters 
and words allow for good 
legibility.

U
nit 4:  M
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riting: Retelling events from

 a 
different character’s view

point
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Arthur, High King of Britain
Michael Morpurgo

As a child, Arthur was found wandering and near dead from hunger and exhaustion. 
He was taken to a Welsh knight’s castle and became squire to his ‘brother’ Sir Kay who 
disliked him and bullied him.

It was a time of great trouble in the land as lords and knights battled for power. One 
Christmas Day, they were called together for a tournament to decide who would be king. 

Arthur and the other squires were kept busy by the knights they served. Just before 
his fight, Sir Kay sent Arthur back to his lodgings to collect the sword that Arthur had 
forgotten to bring. Arthur set off, but on the way through the Abbey gardens, he saw a 
sword sticking out of a stone. He pulled the sword from the stone, planning to put it back 
after the fight. Kay fought with the sword, and lost. Arthur explains what happened next.

Father had retrieved the sword and was turning it over in his hands.

“This sword, Kay,” he said, “this is the sword from the stone in the Abbey churchyard. I am sure 
of it.” There was a sudden hush and people began to gather around. Kay got to his feet. He 
glanced at me, a puzzled frown on him, and then his face lit with a sudden smile. “Of course 
it is, Father,” he said. “I thought I’d surprise you, that’s all. I couldn’t get a proper grip on it 
earlier. So I went back later on my own, and I tried again. It came out, just like that, with no 
trouble at all.”

Father was looking at him hard. “You took the sword from the stone?”

“And why not?” Kay was offended. “Why should it not be me? Am I not good enough?” All 
this time I said nothing. I couldn’t understand what all the bother was about, nor why it 
was that Kay was claiming that he had taken the sword from the stone. Why should he be 
confessing to such a thing, boasting about it even? Thieving was bad enough. But thieving 
from a churchyard! If Kay wanted to brag about it, let him. I’d keep quiet.

“There is only one way to settle this, Kay,” said Father. “We will go back to the Abbey 
churchyard, replace the sword in the stone and then see if you can draw it out again. Agreed?”

As we rode back across the bridge I felt Kay’s eyes always on me, and Father too kept 
twisting in his saddle to look back at me. Somehow he already knew Kay had been 
lying, that it was I who had pulled the sword from the stone. I looked down to avoid the 
accusation in his eyes. How could I explain that I had just borrowed it, that I was going to 
put it back? He wouldn’t believe me, and neither would anyone else.

Cracking Writing Year 5 · Unit 4
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Stage 1: Responding to the text 

Activities:

• Establish prior knowledge. Think, pair, share: Ask what 
children already know about the characters and events in 
the story of King Arthur, or the Sword in the Stone.

� Clarify that:
� the story is part of English and Welsh culture and was fi rst told in the Middle Ages
� there have been many different versions and retellings, including a Disney fi lm
� this version is written by Michael Morpurgo – do children know other stories by him? (E.g. War Horse; 

The Butterfl y Lion)
� as a boy, Arthur pulled the sword from the stone and that made him king
� Arthur is famous for having a round table so that when his knights sat around it with him, no one was more 

important than anyone else. 
• Write the words that were engraved on the stone: Whoever pulls this sword from the stone is the rightful High 

King of Britain.
� Explain that in the Middle Ages, there was a clear hierarchy throughout society with the king as ruler and the 

knights as the next most important people. When a king died, if he didn’t have a son, the knights battled to 
decide who would be next king.

� Each knight had a squire who was like his personal servant and helped him to get ready for his battles. Squires 
were in training to be knights themselves.

• Introduce the text as an extract from towards the beginning of a story called Arthur, High King of Britain. 
� Ensure the children understand some of the contextual vocabulary such as “tournament”, “Abbey” and (sword) “hilt”. 
� Before reading the story ensure the children understand the meaning of the more unusual words and phrases 

such as: “confessing” and “accusation”. Help the children remember the meanings of these words by putting 
them in contextualising sentences, e.g. The thief confessed to the police: he had committed the crime.

• Ask the children to read and talk about the text.
� Read the introduction which summarises aspects of the story so far.
� Is this version similar to others the children have read, heard or seen?

• Ask the children to answer the reading comprehension questions to ensure close reading of the text and good 
understanding.

• Together, share answers to the questions and discuss the strategies children used to answer them.

Shared copy of the text (PDF/IWB/
visualiser)

Each child needs:

• a copy of the text 

• a copy of the comprehension questions. 

Resources needed:

Cracking Writing Year 5 · Unit 4

Unit 4  Retelling events from a different character’s 
viewpoint

Unit overview

In this unit children will:

• read part of the story of King Arthur as retold by Micheal Morporgo

• differentiate key plot points from those which just add additional detail

• consider the impact of First person narrative

• identify how dialogue is used to progress the story

• identify cohesive devices

• plan and write a different version of the story from the perspective of a different fi rst person narrator.

402010_Cracking Writing Year 5_U4.indd   42 4/5/17   11:01 AM

Moderation 
guidance per 

unit and yearly 
progression 
frameworks 

included

NEW

Sample pages from 
Cracking Writing Year 5 unit 4

From the author of our best-
selling comprehension resource,

Demonstrate ‘what a good one 
looks like’ with high-quality 

model extracts

Encourage 
discussion with 

stimulating talking 
points, before
moving on to 

creative teaching 
sessions

Additional content available 
online at no extra cost, for 

all teaching staff
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www.risingstars-uk.com/rsspelling
To order call 01235 400 555

For your FREE sample go to:
www.risingstars-uk.com/spelling-sample

Teach every spelling 
focus in the new 

curriculum with fun 
activities for every week

Rising Stars Spelling provides a lively, flexible 
programme for teaching spelling across 
your school. Simple and straightforward 
to use, the Rising Stars Spelling Teacher’s 
Guides and Online Resource Bank provide 
everything you need to teach impactful 
spelling lessons.

• Teach all the statutory word lists through 
a range of fun and active spelling lessons 
with lively activities for every week

• Build knowledge year on year through a 
rigorous learning pathway

• Save time with all of the pre-prepared 
resources you need to deliver fun, 
consistent spelling sessions

• Includes extra revision and practice 
activities in Years 2 and 6 to support 
SATs preparation

ISBN TITLE PRICE

9781471892769 Rising Stars Spelling Whole   
School Pack

£450

9781471879241 Rising Stars Spelling Year 1 Pack £85

9781471879258 Rising Stars Spelling Year 2 Pack £85

9781471879265 Rising Stars Spelling Year 3 Pack £85

9781471879272 Rising Stars Spelling Year 4 Pack £85

9781471879289 Rising Stars Spelling Year 5 Pack £85

9781471879296 Rising Stars Spelling Year 6 Pack £85

Spelling

Spelling

• One off purchase

• No subscription

• Unlimited access 
for all teaching 
staff Sample online resources 

from Year 2

Sample pages from Rising Stars Spelling Year 3 unit 1

YEAR 4, Autumn term, Unit 1© 2016 Rising Stars UK Ltd.YEAR 4, Autumn term, Unit 1
You may photocopy this page You may photocopy this page

© 2016 Rising Stars UK Ltd.

happily angrily

easily fussily

funnily greedily

merrily crazily

YEAR 4, Autumn term, Unit 1© 2016 Rising Stars UK Ltd.YEAR 4, Autumn term, Unit 1
You may photocopy this page You may photocopy this page

© 2016 Rising Stars UK Ltd.

Miss Muffet

Miss Muffet was _______________ tucking into her curds 
and whey when she felt a very odd _______________. 
It was as if something _______________ was 
_______________ walking across her hand. She looked 
down and shrieked _______________. 

‘It’s a spider!’ she yelled _______________.

Her legs felt _______________. Her heart beat 
_______________. ‘It’s a _______________ hairy spider!’

Miss Muffet ran _______________ across the field, full of 
_______________ to leave the spider behind.

The spider looked at her as she ran and then 
_______________ gobbled up 
the curds and whey.

‘Yum!’ he said 
_______________.

Quick links to
the resources

that you’ll need
for this activity –
available online

Teacher subject
knowledge 
summaries

Spelling Fox starter
challenges to

motivate the class

“RS Spelling completely 
revolutionises predictable 
old-school approaches to 

spelling and does so by 
actually lowering workload 

rather than raising it for 
teachers.” 

Peter Richardson, 
Walton Le Dale School
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www.risingstars-uk.com/spelling-tests
To order call 01235 400 555

www.risingstars-uk.com/dictation-tests
To order call 01235 400 555

Practise and prepare for 
the new Key Stage 1 & 2 

English spelling tests

New Curriculum Spelling Tests have been specifically designed to match  
the format of the new national spelling tests, ensuring pupils are familiar with, 
and confident, when taking the test. The tests include all statutory word list 
words, plus many more, so you can be confident that children are practising 
everything required by the new national curriculum. 

• Save time with 30 ready-made tests per year group

• Ensure weekly progression and coverage of the new national curriculum 
word lists plus many more

• Consolidate classroom teaching with tests based around spelling rules

Join the 6,000 
UK schools who 
use our Practice 

Tests range 

Spelling

Spelling

Sample pages 
from New 
Curriculum 
Spelling Tests 
Year 1 Autumn 
Test 9

Includes
audio 

versions of
 all tests

ISBN TITLE PRICE

9781783395972 New Curriculum Spelling Tests Whole   
School Pack

£450

9781783395989 New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 1 £85

9781783395996 New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 2 £85

9781783396009 New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 3 £85

9781783396016 New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 4 £85

9781783396023 New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 5 £85

9781783396030 New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 6 £85

Simple tests to practise 
dictation skills 

New Curriculum Dictation Tests have been developed 
to ensure all children are able to write from memory 
simple sentences dictated by the teacher, as required 
by the new English programme of study. The Teacher’s 
Book for Years 1–6 contains 15 dictation tasks per 
year. Audio versions of all tests are available online 
via My Rising Stars, as well as a 
downloadable PDF of the Teacher’s 
Book for every teacher in your 
school.

• Save time with ready-made 
simple sentence dictation tests

• Ensure regular practice and 
application of GPS skills

• Collect evidence for writing 
moderation

41

Y3   NEW CURRICULUM DICtatIoN tEStS 

Year	3	Test	5
Spelling	focus: the ‘ai’ sound, spelt ‘ei’, ‘eigh’ and ‘ey’ 

Punctuation	focus: revision of Year 2

Grammar	focus:	progressive form of verbs (revision of Year 2)

Teaching	points
•	 	Pupils	should	know	that	‘ei’,	‘eigh’	and	‘ey’	are	less	common	spellings	of	the	‘ai’	sound.	The	word	height is an exception to 

the rule.

•	 In	this	test,	pupils	must	be	able	to	use	capital	letters,	full	stops,	exclamation	marks	and	apostrophes	for	possession.

•	 	Pupils	should	be	able	to	use	the	progressive	form	of	a	verb,	which	generally	describes	actions	in	progress	(She is running/
She was running).

How to assess
•	 	All	words	in	this	test	from	Year	2	should	be	spelt	correctly,	e.g.	falling, wearing, stop, moving and water. Any new words 

should be phonetically plausible, e.g. firework, octopus and cinema. The focus spellings should be spelt correctly.

•	 	Pupils’	punctuation	needs	to	be	accurate,	with	correctly	placed	and	orientated	apostrophes.	All	sentences	should	make	
sense. 

•	 Pupils	need	to	be	able	to	use	the	progressive	form	of	verbs.

•	 	Pupils	are	secure	if	they	can	write	using	diagonal	and	horizontal	strokes	that	join	letters	and	understand	which	letters,	
when adjacent to one another, are best not joined.

•	 	As	a	whole	class,	do	a	sorting	activity,	where	the	‘ai’	sounds	of	different	words	are	categorised	depending	on	how	they	are	
spelt. Put all the words that have the ‘ey’ spelling (e.g. grey and they) together, then all the ‘ai’ spellings (e.g. rain and train) 
together and so on. Look carefully at any exceptions that don’t follow the rules, e.g. height.

Instructions
Remind	pupils	to:

•	 check	the	apostrophe	is	in	the	correct	place	in	sentence	4

•	 check	the	sentences	sound	correct	and	that	they	have	used	the	progressive	form	of	the	verb.

The	test
� Listen carefully and write the sentences. 
1) Stop the sleigh, we are falling off.

2) Susie is wearing her beige shoes to the cinema.

3) They were watching the stunning firework display.

4) The octopus’s eight arms are moving through the water.

27344 Dictation Book v13.indd   41 06/04/2016   12:39

Includes 
all common 

exception 
words 

ISBN TITLE PRICE

9781471878688 New Curriculum Dictation Tests         
Years 1-6

£100

Sample page from New Curriculum 
Dictation Tests Year 3 Test 5 
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www.risingstars-uk.com/skills-builders
To order call 01235 400 555

For your FREE sample go to:
www.risingstars-uk.com/skills-builders-sample

Teach grammar, 
punctuation, spelling 

and vocabulary 
with ease

The Skills Builders range of Teacher’s Guides, 
Pupil Books and online interactive activities 
offers a fun and active way of teaching, 
learning, practising and revising all of the 
technical English requirements in the new 
curriculum.

• Prepare pupils for the new, more 
challenging national tests

• Cover all of the technical English 
content needed with confidence

• Teach concepts in an active, memorable 
and age-appropriate way 

• Skills Builders is ideal for revising and 
applying new knowledge

ISBN TITLE PRICE

9781786002051 Skills Builders Key Stage 1 Complete 
Pack (15-copy)

£250

9781786002082 Skills Builders Year 1 Pack (15-copy) £130

9781786002099 Skills Builders Year 2 Pack (15-copy) £130

9781783397365 Skills Builders Key Stage 2 Complete 
Pack (15-copy)

£750

9781783397112 Skills Builders Year 3 Pack (15-copy) £190

9781783397235 Skills Builders Year 4 Pack (15-copy) £190

9781783397297 Skills Builders Year 5 Pack (15-copy) £190

9781783397358 Skills Builders Year 6 Pack (15-copy) £190

Each year group pack includes 15 copies of the relevant pupil books, one copy of 
the Teacher’s Guide and permanent access to the Online Interactive Activities

Grammar & Punctuation

Sample pages from the Skills Builders Year 6 
Grammar and Punctuation Pupil Book

Sample pages from the Skills Builders Year 6 Teacher’s Guide

Grammar &
Punctuation

Teach even 
the trickiest 
areas with 
confidence

The colourful pupil 
books are filled with 

practice questions that 
increase in challenge, 

and active, open-ended 
investigation tasks

Supportive Teacher’s 
Guide provides subject 

knowledge, teaching steps 
and helpful guidance on 

using the pupil books   
with your class

Children complete
the activities on 

the whiteboard or 
individually on PCs 

or tablets

• One off purchase

• No subscription

• Unlimited access 
for all teaching 
staff
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www.risingstars-uk.com/poetry
To order call 01235 400 555

For your FREE sample go to:
www.risingstars-uk.com/poetry-sample

Bring poetry alive in 
your classroom

Poetry by Heart will help transform poetry 
sessions, build teacher confidence and pupil 
engagement and ignite a love of poetry in 
your school. 

Poetry by Heart makes it easy to teach and 
learn creatively with a choice of engaging 
and exciting poems for every year group.

Along with the Teacher’s Guide, each pack 
includes: a CD-ROM containing audio files 
of each poem being read aloud, a bank of 
warm-up games with visual and audio, 
PDFs of the poems for whiteboard 
modelling, along with photocopiable 
versions for the class.

• Includes ‘read-aloud’ recordings of over 
50 poems for use in class

• Explores a range of wonderful poems in 
detailed, step-by-step teaching notes

• Encourages children to interpret 
the poems via warm-up activities, 
discussion and modelling

ISBN TITLE PRICE

9780857699664 Poetry by Heart Whole School Pack £320

9780857699626 Poetry by Heart Foundation £85

9780857699633 Poetry by Heart Key Stage 1 £85

9780857699640 Poetry by Heart Lower Key Stage 2 £85

9780857699657 Poetry by Heart Upper Key Stage 2 £85

“Our pupils were actively engaged in their learning 
and all made good progress whilst using Poetry 

By Heart (as well as having lots of fun!)”
Maddy Barnes, Assistant Head Teacher and English Consultant, Salford

Poetry

Sample pages from Poetry by Heart 
Upper Key Stage 2 

Poetry

RYTEOP
by Heart

Authors include:

• Spike Milligan

• Brian Moses
• William
 Shakespeare
• John Agard
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www.risingstars-uk.com/english-more-able
To order call 01235 400 555

www.risingstars-uk.com/wordblaze
To order call 01235 400 555

Intervention & More Able

Intervention & 
More Able

English for the More Able is packed with creative activities and lively group 
challenges that will help schools to ensure outstanding English provision for 
their more able pupils.

Supplied in five year-group packs, the series includes a range of independent 
and teacher-led activities, each based on text extracts that have been 
specifically selected for the more able.

•   Enriches and deepens understanding across all new English curriculum 
objectives

•   Includes challenging comprehension questions as well as reading 
activities  and writing tasks to encourage analytical thinking

•   Allows teachers
 to record and 
 demonstrate 
 progress for 
 parents and 
 Ofsted

Sample pages from Year 
3, Unit 1: Fantastic Beasts 
and Where to Find Them 

by J.K. Rowling 

ISBN TITLE PRICE

9781783395675 English for the More Able Complete Pack £335

9781783395682 English for the More Able Year 2 £80

9781783395699 English for the More Able Year 3 £80

9781783395705 English for the More Able Year 4 £80

9781783395712 English for the More Able Year 5 £80

9781783395729 English for the More Able Year 6 £80

ISBN TITLE PRICE

9781783394555 WordBlaze Class Pack £675

9781783394548 WordBlaze Group Pack (For 6 children) £220

Challenging English  
activities to extend  

higher attainers

Powerful intervention 
to help children meet 
the new Key Stage 2 
reading and spelling 

expectations 

Use WordBlaze with Key Stage 2 intervention groups to improve reading 
fluency, embed letter patterns and widen vocabulary. Global challenges 
motivate children to improve their reading  
and spelling skills and meet the new  
national curriculum expectations.

•  Powerful intervention that has a   
proven impact

•  Engages children with fun multi-sensory  
activities that help embed letter patterns  
in their memories

•  Saves teachers time in intervention planning

Sample pages from Paddle the Amazon booklet

“Having WordBlaze has been 
transformational for our 

teaching assistant supporting 
our Pupil Premium pupils.”
Michael Tidd, Deputy Headteacher,  

Edgewood Primary School
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READING AND SPELLING INTERVENTION

FREE frameworks to help
schools support the progression 
of more able children within the

national curriculum are available.
www.risingstars-uk.com/

moreableframework.

Frameworks 
for Teaching the 

More Able

Proven
to have an  

impact
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www.risingstars-uk.com/english    01235 400 555    primary@bookpoint.co.uk

As well as new curriculum resources, we also publish a bank of free resources to guide 
you through curriculum change. From interesting blogs, to planning frameworks and 

classroom activities, we’re confident you’ll find something to support your 
English teaching without spending a thing.

To have the latest free resources sent directly to your inbox, go to www.risingstars-uk.com, 
register for a free My Rising Stars account and select ENGLISH as your subject preference.

We will email you once a month with links to the latest free resources and blog posts; 
you can unsubscribe at any time. 

Join our English community

2391511

On the pulse, one-day CPD events led by trainers 
that will inspire your teachers and provide them 
with practical solutions to the challenges schools 
are facing in English and reading.

£50 
Rising Stars  

voucher 
for every 
trainee

Building reading 
comprehension across   
Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2
Developing higher-order reading 
skills through the Richer Reader 
approach

London: 14th November 2017 
Birmingham: 15th November 2017
Manchester: 16th November 2017

Raise the profile of reading throughout 
your school with the expert advice, free 
resources and best-practice examples 
provided on this one-day training course.

Developing Reading 
comprehension at             
Key Stage 2
Help your pupils meet the demands 
of the Key Stage 2 reading 
comprehension test

London: 21st September 2017 
Birmingham: 17th October 2017

Do your pupils have reasonable decoding 
skills but weak comprehension skills 
at Key Stage 2? Take away effective 
strategies to develop their skills in 
inference and prediction and help them 
rise to the challenge of the reading test.

Engaging readers and 
inspiring writers
Assessing pupils and ensuring 
progress at Key Stage 1 and 
Key Stage 2

London: 15th June 2017
London: 13th November 2017
Birmingham: 16th October 2017

Be inspired with the help of literacy 
expert Maddy Barnes. Gain an up-to-date 
knowledge of assessment materials and 
take away a bank of ideas to stimulate 
high-quality writing in your school.

Standardisation and 
moderation of writing at 
Key Stage 2
How to make consistent and 
accurate judgements of pupils’ work 
at the expected standard and at 
greater depth 

London: 16th November 2017 
Manchester: 6th December 2017

Develop strategies to enable more    
pupils to reach the expected standard 
and at greater depth. Review your school’s 
moderation practices to ensure that 
consistent judgements are being made. 

Teaching spelling at 
Key Stage 2
Ensure your pupils meet the 
requirements of the Year 6    
spelling test

London: 5th July 2017
Manchester: 21st November 2017
Birmingham: 6th December 2017

With the help of literacy expert Dee Reid, 
you will take away practical strategies 
for teaching and assessing spellings, 
as well as a clear understanding of the 
requirements of the Key Stage 2 test.

Mastery in writing at 
Key Stage 2
Using creativity to achieve and 
exceed the expected standard

London: 28th September 2017 
Birmingham: 19th October 2017

On this intensive one-day course you will 
receive expert advice on how to embed 
the Mastery approach into your lessons. 
Take away practical guidance on how to 
assess and moderate your pupils’ writing. 

Training prices: One member of staff: £289 + VAT OR Multiple members of staff: £239 + VAT

To find out more and book visit www.risingstars-uk.com/rstraining or call 01295 222772
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